
 

 

Joker: In his ethereal palace, you beg the aid of King 

Kuranes.  Make a Will (-2) check.  If you pass, he says “Sir 

Vayne is one of noblest heroes of my land.  Let him walk 

alongside you and banish this evil from the dream.”  Gain 

the Knight of Kuranes.  

Ten: If you have at least one Dream Trophy, Kuranes 

realizes your worth, and invites you to the sky palace of 

Serannian for some private lessons.  Gain Dreamsculpt. 

Nine: You spend a pleasant afternoon in one of the 

seaside taverns, gaining one sanity.  Come evening, 

however, a fight breaks out, make a Sneak (-2) check or 

lose two stamina. 

Eight: The timeless libraries of Celephais hold every book 

that has ever been imagined.   Make a Lore (-2) check to 

draw three spells and keep one of your choice. 

Seven: You walk into the turquoise temple of Nath 

Horthath, patron of Celephais, and kneel before his statue.  

The god of justice and war favours only the bold – you may 

discard three toughness worth of monsters trophies to 

become blessed. 

Six: In a city such as this, men can happily spend their 

entire life, and the years after they have died as well.  Make 

a Will (-1) check or you are delayed enjoying its delights.  

Five: A force of Kuranes’ Knights is heading into his realm 

to keep the peace.  If you wish to accompany them you may 

move to the Forbidden lands, draw two encounter cards 

and keep one. 

Four: Kuranes, bored of the splendour of his kingdom, 

dreamed a patch of his childhood Cornwall where he goes 

to reflect.  You wander through the low hedges and stone 

walls, gaining two Sanity. 

Three: The King invites you to his palace where you drink 

long into the night, you sharing news of the waking world 

he can no longer visit, and him stories of the fantastic 

dream you are a visitor to.  You are delayed, but gain two 

clues.  

Two:  A pair of knights demand you come in to answer 

some questions.  If you go with them, you are delayed.  If 

you attempt to flee, make a Fight (-2) check.  If you fail, you 

are delayed and lose two stamina. 

 

 

 

Ten:  King Kuranes smiles as he conjures a knife from thin 

air.  “All things are only what we perceive them to be.  And 

in this place, what we perceive is.”  Make a Lore (-2) check 

to understand and gain Dreamsculpt.  If you fail, lose two 

sanity as your view of reality is shaken. 

Nine:  Celephais is a wondrous city in a wondrous land, 

but Kuranes misses the world of his birth.  If you give him a 

common item worth at least $3 as a reminder, he teaches 

you some of his tricks, gaining you Dreamsculpt.  

Eight:  Make a Luck (-1) check.  If you pass, a voice you 

recognize shouts your name.  Turning, you find a friend 

years dead, who lives on in the dream as a lucky few do.  

After he has filled you in on his life since you last met, you 

gain one sanity and one clue. 

Seven:  An old crone offers a trophy to the great 

champion.  Gain a Dream Item, but as you take it strange 

magics begin to wheel around the enchanted item. Make a 

Luck (-2) check or the mystic trap teleports you to The 

Moon! 

Six: You visit the Palace of Seventy Delights, revelling in its 

music, food, and art.  Gain two sanity, but make a Will (-2) 

check, if you fail you are so entranced you are delayed.  

Five:  You speak with the Captain of Kurane's knights, a 

massive man clad in jet black armor.  Make a Will (-2) check 

to persuade him to help you, return a monster anywhere in 

the Dreamlands to the cup.  If you fail he brushes you aside 

roughly, lose one stamina. 

Four: In the docks lies a glorious white ship, captained by a 

man who claims to be a lighthouse keeper in the waking 

world.  If you stay and talk to him of Cathuria and Sona-Nyl, 

you are delayed but gain two clues.   

Three: Your dinner tastes a little strange, but what doesn’t 

in this incredible city?  If you pass a Lore (-1) check you 

realize that it is Leng venom planted by a cultist, but if you 

fail you finish your meal and lose three stamina. 

Two: Dreamers gravitate to Celephais, a city of splendour 

beyond conception.  If you pass a Luck (-3) check, you 

recognize a dreamer you know from the waking world.  

Gain an ally.   
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Joker: A silver armoured man lies bleeding next to three 

monstrous corpses.  Make a Lore (-2) check to attempt to 

dress his wounds.  If you succeed, the Knight of Kuranes 

recovers his health and joins you, but if you fail you are 

delayed in the attempt.  

Ten: A fellow climber has slipped and now dangles by his 

fingers over an icy drop.  Make a Speed (-2) check to dash 

up and save him in time.  If you pass, gain the grateful 

Hanug-Kai as an ally.  If you fail, lose two sanity as you see 

him plummet wailing into the distance. 

Nine: You pause for a moment on the lower slopes of 

Oriab.  Looking up, you see tiny black specks spiralling 

around its heights – are these the nightgaunts you have 

been warned of?  Gain one clue but lose one sanity. 

Eight: As you edge along the precipice high on Ngranek, 

you realize faint inscriptions are etched into it.  Make a Lore 

(-1) check to interpret them and gain a spell.  

Seven: As you edge your way along the ledge,  gale winds, 

threaten to cast you from the mountain.  If you fail a  Fight 

(-1) check you fall and are reduced to zero stamina.  

Six: Sitting at your inn at Baharna, you look out the 

window at the forbidding mass of Ngranek, and decide it is 

best tackled another day.  Gain one sanity or stamina. 

Five: Halfway up Ngranek you find another pilgrim freezing 

to death.  As you turn him over, make a Luck (-1) check.  If 

you pass, he whispers words of power with his last breath, 

draw a spell.   If you fail the cultist spits a curse and slashes 

you with his dagger, lose two stamina. 

Four: Nightgaunts swoop overhead as you try to work your 

way to the summit.  Make a Sneak (-3) check to evade 

them or you are thrown into the Vale of Pnath and delayed.  

If you pass you reach the peak, gain three clues. 

Three: You drive yourself to the limits of endurance as you 

scale the great mountain.  You may gain up to five clues, 

and then roll one dice for each clue you gained.  Lose one 

stamina for each failure you roll. 

Two: You shelter for the night in a tiny cave on the heights 

of Ngranek.  As you try to sleep you hear strange voices in 

the wind, the echoes of the Elder Gods who once dwelled 

here.  Draw two spells, and make a Will (-2) check to 

withstand the gods words.  If you fail, lose three sanity. 

 

 

Ten: A pilgrim stumbles down from the peak, babbling 

about what he has seen.  Make a Luck (-2) check, if you 

pass it is Hanug-Kai, who joins you.  If you fail, it is a 

demented cultist who scorches you with his newfound 

magic, lose three stamina. 

Nine: On the lower slopes a student of Atal called Hanug-

Kai speaks to you of the wonders he has seen, and the 

wonders he wishes to see.  If you discard a dream or gate 

trophy he is enthralled by your own journeys and joins you.   

Eight: You press on, trying to summon the strength of will 

to clamber to the summit before night.  If you pass a Will (-

3) check, gain four clues.  Pass or fail, when the Nightgaunts 

arrive at nightfall they cast you into the Vale of Pnath, 

where you have an encounter. 

Seven: As you sleep in the foothills around Ngranek, you 

are troubled by dreams of fluttering visitors in the night.  If 

you fail a Luck (-2) check, when you wake there are webbed 

footprints about and you are missing an item of your 

choice. 

Six: Good progress has been made, but night is about to 

fall.  You make camp knowing that tomorrow you shall 

surely reach the peak.  You are delayed, but if you have an 

encounter here next turn, draw three cards and chose one. 

Five: As the faceless nightgaunts grab hold of you, you 

remember they serve Nodens.  If you make a Lore (-2) 

check you remember his Word, they take you to Unknown 

Kadath, where you have an encounter.  If you fail, they take 

you to the Vale of Pnath, where you have an encounter. 

Four: As you finally raise your eyes to the peak, something 

huge blots your view.  Draw monsters from the monster 

cup till you find a flying one, which appears!  If you defeat 

it, gain three clues. 

Three: Just as you reach the summit, night falls.  Blindly 

clinging to the rock, you hope your grip can last the night.  

Make a Fight (-3) check.  If you fail, you fall and are reduced 

to zero stamina, but if you pass when morning comes you 

gaze upon the Face of the Gods and gain three clues. 

Two: Shivering and weary, you finally get high enough to 

escape the clouds that wreathe Ngranek.  As you look up, 

you see that the stars up here and hideously different to 

those you know.  Gain one sanity, but lose one clue. 
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Joker: At the borders of the Forbidden lands, a knight 

battles to keep void born rom Kuranes’ lands.  A monster 

appears!  If you defeat it, the Knight of Kuranes thanks you 

for your help and offers to join you.  

Ten: You find yourself at the edge, staring out into the 

purest black of unformed space.  If you pass a Will (-1) 

check you tear your eyes away, and know that the 

experience has changed you forever, gaining Void Touched.  

If you fail, you are reduced to zero sanity. 

Nine: The skies break and venom rains down, melting 

away the ground and burning your skin.  Make a Speed (-3) 

check to find cover in time, or lose one sanity and stamina. 

Eight: A cultist in Arkham dreams of death and despair and 

the laughter of gods.  As you are caught in his fantasies, you 

gain two clues, but lose a sanity.  

Seven: A veteran in Berlin has nightmares of his service, 

and you find your uniform snared by barbed wire as thick 

yellow gas rises.  Lose two stamina.  

Six: In this place, the desires and fears of sleepers become 

real.  You try to will some of the ethereal dreamstuff into a 

form that aids you.  Make a Lore (-2) check, if you succeed 

gain a dream item, but if you fail you lose two sanity from 

the mental strain. 

Five: Even time is not constant here.  You spend what 

seems like months out in the strange wastes, learning and 

experiencing wondrous things, but when you stumble back 

out, only seconds have passed for the rest of the Dream.  If 

you pass a Will (-2) check, you gain a skill from your 

experiences. 

Four: Humans aren’t the only creatures that dream.  You 

encounter an alien wandering in the changing wastes.  If 

you pass a Luck (-1) check it teaches you a spell, but if you 

fail it assaults you, lose two stamina. 

Three: A terrible creature, twisted and malformed by this 

place stumbles at you.  A monster appears, but switch its 

horror modifier with its combat modifier, and its sanity 

damage with its stamina damage.  If you defeat it, you find 

a dream item in a pouch on its body. 

Two: If you fail a Sneak (-2) check, the Moonbeasts who 

roam this place take you to The Moon! 

 

 

 

Ten: An indescribable current sweeps past, and you know 

you are now not of this world.  Make a Luck (-2) check.  If 

you pass, the change has made you resilient, take Void 

Touched.  If you fail, however, it has twisted you beyond 

recognition – draw an Injury card. 

Nine: Time and space mean nothing here, the only thing 

that remains constant is the strange wailing of pipes and 

pounding of alien drums that echoes unnaturally from 

every angle.  You are delayed, but gain Void Touched. 

Eight: You feel the lurid fantasies of a dreamer on earth 

infect your mind.  The strange thoughts offer knowledge, 

but also rend your own mind asunder.  Take a skill and a 

Madness. 

Seven: The land around you has been shaped by your own 

memories.  Draw a Mythos card and then have an 

encounter as though you were in that location.  If you 

would leave that location, you instead remain in the 

Forbidden Lands. 

Six: The dreamlands link to any world where anything, man 

or monster, may dream.  You wake, but instead of 

returning to Arkham you go to the first space of an Other 

world.  If you pass a Lore (-1) check, you may chose the 

other world, otherwise draw a gate token and move to that 

world. 

Five: In Louisiana a woman dreams of her husband.  Make 

a Luck (-1) check.  If you pass, you see young lovers being 

married, gain two sanity.  If you fail, you see him writhing 

on his deathbed while she weeps, lose two sanity. 

Four: The strange fluxes of this place change everything, 

living or dead.  If you have any common items, discard one 

and draw a new one.  Do the same for unique and exhibit 

items. 

Three:  Reality runs like treacle around you, or perhaps 

the world stands still while your mind mutates?  In this 

place, it is impossible to tell.  If you have any skills, discard 

one and draw one.  Do the same for spells and allies. 

Two: You walk on and on in a trance, beyond the edge of 

the dream and into the nameless void.  When you wake 

screaming, the last thing you remember hearing is the 

piping of flutes.  Gain three clues, but you are reduced to 

zero sanity. 

The Forbidden Lands 


